Airplane Card

Design Space Size:
18.89” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”
Design Space Size:
22.13” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”
Design Space Size:
21.52” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”
Design Space Size:
18.6” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”
Design Space Size:
17.9” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”
Design Space Size:
19.01” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”
Design Space Size:
19.51” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”
Knee Card

Design Space Size:
21.52” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”
**Design Space Size:**

21.01” X 14”

**Finished Card:**

5” X 7”
Design Space Size:
21.72” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”
Design Space Size:
18.10” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”
Design Space Size: 18.93” X 14”

Finished Card: 5” X 7”
Design Space Size:
18.46” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”
Trellis Card

Design Space Size:
18.63” X 14”

Finished Card:
5” X 7”